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Edition 1

Welcome to the first edition of my new weekly publication, which I call The Old
News Journal. As you know, I write about financial markets but I have long been a
passionate student of history. I always enjoy when financial thinkers include history in
their analytical framework, their thinking, and their writing and speeches. I will never
forget the first time I heard about Russell Napier’s “Library of Mistakes.” I was energized
by the idea and it helped me decide to take action, writing some historical pieces
alongside my finance writing.

“At the Library of Mistakes we can see the beauty in mistakes”
“Mistakes can sometimes be serendipitous, but even when they
are not, their study still has value as human progress is based
upon learning from mistakes. The more we know about why smart
people do stupid things, the fewer stupid things we might do. The
Library of Mistakes provides a resource for the study of such
mistakes as we fulfil our motto Mundum mutatu errore singillatim
– changing the world one mistake at a time.”

I chose to dig through old newspapers to find out what was going on during
times of interest to me and other financial thinkers and to do so weekly, highlighting a
couple interesting articles I found. I will not solely focus on mistakes, but I do find them
most instructive. Whether it be 1929, 1999, 2008, or any time that ties our current
experiences to the past, I will dig through the papers. President Trump has been
compared to Hoover, FDR, Reagan, and some other folks in Europe that wore fancy
uniforms. Well instead of just waiting for a couple interesting historical comparisons to
fall into my lap, I figured why not see what was in the papers at those times. Today’s
markets have been compared to ’29, ’87, ’99, and ’08 amongst others, well what did the
papers say back then compared to now?
There is nothing quite like seeing what a writer in Omaha or Reno or rural New York
thought about an issue as it was happening. Our views of history today have largely been
filtered through the intelligentsia and we miss out on what regular people felt during the
moments history left its mark. That is why I decided to include a paper from a randomly
generated state each week. I will use big city papers often but will always include a
randomly generated town as well. That section will be titled “Forgotten Paper of the
Week.”
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My goal is to write this publication weekly and hopefully tie in some relevant
contemporary issues with what the fishwraps from yesteryear had to say. If you enjoy the
markets and history, I think you will enjoy this journey. To add a little flavor to the
publication I will include an ad of the week, because let me tell you, advertising was quite
the spectacle back in the day. I will also include some good comics and pop culture when I
stumble across something fun, looking for a central bank blunder or a prescient forecast.
If any of my readers have any ideas for future editions, feel free to drop me a line at
pineconemacro@gmail.com. If you enjoy the Old News Journal, share it with your friends.
Okay, on to the papers! This week I decided to take a look back at 1929 to see what
was being said around the crash. There are many parallels between today and 1929 when
we consider debt levels, market valuations, a business man (and Republican) as President,
and we often read about undue optimism regarding the raging bull market in financial
assets. That is what I will look at today and perhaps we will take a longer look at Hoover
vis a vis Trump in a later edition. Hard not to since Hoover was big on public works, high
wages, and tariffs. These weekly editions will be pretty brief so don’t be surprised to see
some revisits to many topics like today’s.

Check out page 3 for our first article.
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Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester, New York) · Wed, Oct 23, 1929

STOCKS HIGHER ON REPORTS OF GOOD BUSINESS

This was printed the day before “Black Thursday” when
the market dropped 11%. Irving Fisher is very well
known for his “permanently high plateau” comment a
few weeks earlier on Sept 3rd.
Fisher says “the fluctuation of the stock market cannot
be used as a barometer” before crying for rate cuts
(sound familiar?) and saying that the market decline had
“overrun itself.” Not quite, the worst was still to come.
This was a rough day for the market with stocks down 20
points (hell that does not even happen anymore) and
although the collapse (and great depression) were yet to
come, pleas for intervention were already being made.
Some things never change.
Fisher on this day thought stocks had bottomed and said
he expected “the beginning of a wild bull movement that
will gain momentum next year.” He truly believed that
as was evidenced by his going broke soon after.
Today we see cheers of DOW 30,40, and 50 thousand and
perhaps it will happen but if we start to see cracks
forming like the market was showing on this day,
assuredly we will witness the Fishers of our day calling
for a wild bull and begging for rate cuts.
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Continued

I simply found this “Explanation Lacking” title
to be rather interesting. It seems that in
today’s world of financial media, CNBC and the
like always have an explanation for every tick
in stocks regardless of direction. For instance
OPEC and/or US production of oil are often
given credit or blame for price movements
daily, even when contradictory.
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The Brooklyn Daily Eagle (Brooklyn, New York) Mon, October 28, 1929

STOCK DECLINE NO BAROMETER OF US BUSINESS

I found this excerpt to be fascinating because the
gentlemen highlighted mob psychology and the fact
that investors had no idea what they were even
investing in. I have been a critic of the Snap IPO this
week and while it is just one IPO (and one that may
prove me wrong), I know plenty of individual
investors bought SNAP despite knowing nothing
about the company’s financials etc. There has been a
lot of ink spilled this week about millennials buying
the stock, but plenty of older investors who have
millennial kids who use the app bought the hot new
IPO as well.
Sadly the author foresaw a “likelihood of
improvement, with a gradual education of the public
in business conditions and market behavior.” Sadly
my friend, this improvement never happened. To
prove my point, the pets.com (bubble) sock puppet is
now used by a subprime auto lender (bubble) in its
ads.
Want to see an add with the puppet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8mzl2Gi1TY

Manias in financial assets are as old as time and I
would suggest they will stay with us forever. As the
writer notes correctly “The small investor is, then, to
a large extent the victim of his own imagination.”
Indeed.
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Greeley Daily Tribune (Greeley, Colorado) · Fri, Oct 25, 1929

Below we look at what ran in the Greeley paper on Friday which was between Black
Thursday and Black Monday right in the heart of the 1929 Wall Street Crash.
Pictured below is a photo I keep in my office to remind myself about complacency.
Much like Warren Buffett, I enjoy what he calls “instructive art.”
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Some of the key takeaways from the heart
of the collapse in 1929 are the media’s
spin. As we can see in the main headline
which ran on the front page of the Greeley
Daily Tribune and many papers around
the country includes “will benefit
business.”
Also the headline further down reads
“stampede in stock market thought over”
which proved to be catastrophic if
heeded. Stock on the following Monday
(Black Monday) were down 12.82%
followed by Black Tuesday where they fell
another 11.73%. The positive headlines
actually persisted throughout. It is always
important to place the media’s
proclamations in proper context.
Even the local Greeley banker was there
to calm everyone’s fears just when they
should have been taking action to sell.
The banker, one J.M.B. Petrikin from the
First National bank said (oh man this is
just too good to be true) “The stabilizing
influence of the federal reserve will look
out for that” referring to “money panics.”
Ah yes, the 1929 Fed Put. The market
would go on to crash and the nation
would enter a brutal depression despite
what one Greeley banker observed as a
Fed Put.
Perhaps our current faith in the Fed’s
ability to protect us from the demonry of
falling asset prices is misguided?
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Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester, New York) · Wed, Oct 23, 1929

Just wow.
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That is all for the first edition of the Old News Journal. I hope you enjoyed this
journey into 1929 and into Greeley Colorado this week. Who knows where next week
will take us.

For more check out pineconemacro.com and check me out on twitter
@pineconemacro
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